
Version History 

CR# Description 

Version 13.1.72 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Apr-29-2018 

5564 Fixed: new views will cause content type filtering to stop working in list aggregator 

5577 Added: Enable limiting aggregation results per-list 

Version 13.1.71 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Dec-10-2017 

5526 Improved: Enable displaying calculated columns as html 

Version 13.1.67 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Jun-11-2017 

5347 Added: Integrate List Aggregator with KWizCom List Filter Plus web part 

Version 13.1.64 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Nov-30-2016 

5055 Fixed: List Aggregator does not filter discussion board reply counts properly. 

5112 
Added: Remove the location bar at the top of the list aggregator if connected to a single site 
collection. 

5113 Added: Enable using url parameters in list aggregator settings. 

Version 13.1.61 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Jul-31-2016 

4466 Improved: improve Contribution report page load time in migrated WikiPlus sites 

4493 Fixed: List Aggregator displays "." in some fields when language is changed. 

4609 Fixed: Unable to add additonal web parts after adding List agg 

4871 Fixed: column filter does not work correctly on number fields in German site 

4879 Fixed: List aggregator table viewer not in web part gallery 

4885 Fixed: Table viewer PDF export missing format 

Version 13.1.55 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Jan-07-2015 

4316 Fixed: Refresh cache button not showing in the Enterprise Aggregation Caching mode. 

4336 
Fixed: Multiple list aggregators on the same page add the same CSS files multiple times to the 
page. 

Version 13.1.52 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Nov-03-2014 

4133 Fixed: List Aggregator table viewer prevents additional web parts from being added to a page. 



CR# Description 

4227 
Fixed: There’s no “Edit” OR "Delete" buttons for the displayed items although the “Allow editing” 
OR "Allow deleting" property is checked in the Table Viewer’s toolpart. 

Version 13.1.50 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Jan-15-2014 

3542 Fixed: Error when aggragting lists on SharePoint Foundation. 

3751 Fixed: Cache mode indicator missing. 

Version 13.1.00 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Aug-11-2013 

2695 Improved: Upgrade to SharePoint 2013. 

3136 Improved: Support managed metadata fields 

3147 Fixed: Calculated fields are showing HTML code in list aggregator 

3233 Fixed: Multiple line of text fields do not export to csv cleanly 

3289 Fixed: List aggregator sorting does not sort people/group fields properly 

Version 12.1.00 (SharePoint 2010), Feb-18-2013 

1748 Fixed: Aggregator returns request timeout when user credential enabled in caching mode 

1981 Improved: Add support for content types 

1792 Improved: Enable sorting views with people group field 

1863 Improved: Enable viewing document properties when clicking an item 

1904 Fixed: Unable to export to PDF with items with ">" character in the item field 

2142 Fixed: List aggregator does not display ID field 

2383 Improved: Support aggregation of lists that include Managed Metadata fields 

2519 Fixed: Unable to open document from another site collection in the web part 

2530 Fixed: link element is placed outside of the HTML "head" section, resulting in invalid HTML 

Version 2.1.00, 12.1.00, May-04-2011 

628 Fixed: exporting to excel does not populate 'assigned to' field 

1051 Fixed: Error thrown when adding web part to page 

1141 Improved: Enable viesing the “Name” field for document libraries 

1348 
Improved: Create professional edition which connectes to KWizCom Enterprise Aggregation 
Caching Feature 



CR# Description 

1428 Improved: Enable users to change the aggregator columns' width 

1465 Improved: Enable saving current list aggregator's end-user configuration (save state) 

1557 Fixed: Web part does not display from a saved site template on SharePoint 2010 

2936 Improved: Support CLAIMS authentication 

Version 2.0.50, 12.0.50, Jan-14-2011 

68 Improved: Enable displaying totals in the aggregated view 

289 Improved: Export to excel/PDF should export only the current displayed columns and items. 

290 Fixed: issues with List aggregator when used in a publishing site. 

291 
Improved: Enable grouping in the Table Viewer web part, same as in the List Aggregator web 
part. 

293 Improved: Upgrade to SharePoint 2010 RTM 

318 Fixed: Unable to view items in list sub folders. 

421 Improved: Upgrade to the new Telerik Ajax version grid control. 

758 Fixed: Filters do not work as expected for numeric fields. 

800 Fixed: In-line edit did not work with Firefox. 

1021 Improved: Improve web part’s load time. 

Version 1.6.00, Jan-13-2010 

51 Improved: Enable customizing and adding new List Aggregator themes 

61 
Fixed: Drop-down menu choice is updated just from the second time when you edit and save the 
item (in the toolpart) 

63 Fixed: Once you click on the Export button, the other buttonscease to work. 

64 Fixed: Export to CSV (Excel) does not work 

88 
Improved: Integrate the List aggregator web part with with the KWizCom SharePoint Cascading 
Lookup Plus web part. 

92 Fixed: Date filtering does not retrieve the correct results 

93 Fixed: After filter is completed, paging does not work 

95 Fixed: Multi-Choice field is displayed incorrectly in the List Aggregator-Table Viewer web part 



CR# Description 

98 Improved: Change the export to PDF layout option from Potrait to Landscape 

99 
Fixed: problem with aggregation - Web part doesn't aggregate using 'look in site name' or 'look in 
list name' 

100 Improved: Enable Cross Site Collection aggregations 

114 Fixed: Export to CSV file format does not work with large amount of items (~1100) 

Version 1.5.00, Aug-10-2009 

79 Improved: Support accessibility standard (WCAG) 

81 Improved: Enable aggregating more than 1000 lists 

86 Fixed: JavaScrtipt Error when aggregator has field with presence icons 

89 Improved: Added Table Viewer web part- supports incoming connections 

Version 1.4.00, Feb-10-2009 

71 Improved: Support Project Server web access lists 

73 Improved: Improve performance when aggregating more than 100,000 items 

Version 1.3.00, Nov-30-2008 

34 Fixed: Right to left layout problems 

42 Fixed: export does not get image/url fields 

43 Improved: Enable to specify more than 1 list / web name for filter 

44 Fixed: error with folders in aggregator 

45 Fixed: error using discussion lists 

54 Fixed: changes are not applied after refresh 

55 Fixed: export to PDF renders irrelevant columns 

58 Fixed: View doesn’t render sub folders 

60 Fixed: "modify WP Settings" doesn’t work in firefox. 

Version 1.2.00, Jul-07-2008 

33 Fixed: export buttons show when there are no items 

35 Fixed: View with URL or image field does not work 



CR# Description 

36 Fixed: Filter by list/web name does not save value 

37 Fixed: Properties page does not work (js error) 

38 Fixed: Filter by list or site name does not retain value after sort 

39 Fixed: Using a URL or Image fields in the view definitions displays empty data source message 

41 Improved: Enable export to PDF 

Version 1.1.00, Jun-05-2008 

4 Fixed: The Aggregator displays deleted items 

5 Fixed: My Tasks view returns no tasks 

7 Improved: Support Firefox 

8 Fixed: Changing views makes the "Edit" link disappear 

9 Fixed: "Enable Edit" doesn't work in Ajax mode 

12 Fixed: problem to sort by some of the columns 

13 Improved: Filtering supported 

14 Fixed: Tool pane parameter rename 

18 Fixed: the drop down list items are not sorted properly 

28 Fixed: Collapse doesn't work 

Version 1.0.00, Jan-10-2008 - Base version 

 


